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Requesting and offering are closely related, insofar as they are activities associated 
with someone’s need for assistance. It has been supposed (e.g. Schegloff 2007) 
that requests and offers are not equivalent actions – specifically that offers are 
preferred actions and requests are dispreferred. We review the evidence for this 
claim across a corpus of requests and offers and demonstrate that the empirical 
evidence does not support the claim for a putative preference for offers over 
requests. Further consideration of the often symbiotic relationships between 
requesting and offering, particularly in face-to-face interactions, reveals a more 
complex picture of the ways in which people recruit others to help, or in which 
others are mobilized to help.
1.  Introduction
There is anecdotal evidence that among the social niceties we are taught in our early 
lives are certain norms encouraging or even mandating us, in particular circumstances, 
to offer things without having to be asked. For instance American children are often 
taught that they should not bring candy or cookies to school unless they bring enough 
to offer around to others. Another, though perhaps rather extreme example is that in 
British boarding schools students used to be, and perhaps still are, instructed that during 
dinner they were always to take care to offer food, for instance by passing the vegetable 
dish, to the person sitting to their right, so that no-one need ask – request – anything. 
As we become adults we learn to offer people assistance when they are in difficulties, 
to offer them a ride to an event to which both are going, to open a gate when someone 
whose hands are full is trying to get in (see Enfield, this volume) and other such helpful 
courtesies. There are no doubt many similar anecdotal accounts of circumstances in 
which it appears that there is a social value attached to offering, or being offered some-
thing rather than having to ask for it; to put it another way, there may be evidence that 
asking for something – requesting – might be normatively inhibited. As we sit writing 
this introduction, the two authors have engaged in an exchange in which one rose from 
the table to get himself a cup of coffee, and as he arrived at the coffee machine, asked the 
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other (just in the nick of time) if he too would like a cup of coffee. This being accepted 
and the cup of coffee duly delivered to the one who remained seated, this other author 
unscrewed the top of the milk container, poured himself some milk then without put-
ting the top back on the container passed the milk across the table to the one who had 
poured the coffee. So this exchange consisted of two offers, one verbal and the other 
made through a physical action; had each not offered the other, each would have had to 
have asked for the substances they so urgently needed to continue this task of composi-
tion! Many of the minor and unnoticed interactions in daily life seem to be organised 
in just such a way; we offer what we anticipate others might need, without waiting to be 
asked. All of which might be related, in various ways, to the social solidarity principle in 
social life, a principle promoting co-operation and social cohesion, and likewise inhib-
iting whatever might compromise or threaten that cohesion (Goffman 1955; Heritage 
1984, 265–269; Clayman 2002).
It is perhaps this [+] value associated with offering and [–] value attached to hav-
ing to ask – and note the connotations of the expression “having to ask” – that lie 
behind claims that offers are “preferred” in interaction and that requests are dispre-
ferred actions. Intimations of a putative preference for offering rather than requesting, 
according to which requests are dispreferred, are to be found variously in Schegloff 
(1979, 49), Levinson (1983, 343), Lerner (1996), Lindström (2005), and Robinson and 
Bolden (2010), all of which can be traced back to Sacks (1992b: 207), who claimed 
that “[t]here is in general a difference between requests and offers, a preference for 
offers over requests”. However, the clearest statement supporting this claim is made 
by Schegloff (2007, 83–84), who argues that the evidence that offers are preferred over 
requests is fourfold. First, requests tend to occur later in interactions than offers; sec-
ond, requests are accompanied by accounts, mitigations, excuses and other features 
associated with dispreferred responses (Heritage 1984, 269–273); third, requests often 
appear to be withheld until they can be done as reciprocal actions (Sacks 1992b, 409); 
and fourth, requests can masquerade or be disguised as other actions.1 Lerner (1996) 
takes a similar view about the preference for offers over requests, adding a fifth piece of 
evidence, that offers can be made in such a way as to pre-empt a speaker who it appears 
might be leading up to making a request – anticipating what the other might need, the 
offer is made at just the point at which the request is recognisable.
1. On the withholding of a request, Sacks says the following: “having some request to make 
of another you can, when you get into a conversation, hold oﬀ making that request under the 
possibility that the other will ask you for something or you will end up doing something for 
them, at which point your request stands as something they can do for you in exchange for 
the thing that they just acknowledge that you just did for them” (1992b, 409). Note that Sacks 
formulates this as a possibility (“you can…”), not a general propensity. 
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Plausible though this putative preference for offers over requests might seem, and 
however well it accords with the kind of norms and patterns outlined above, the evi-
dence supporting these claims has not been systematically explored or tested against 
large data sets. We will argue here that when we review the evidence held to support 
this claimed preference, this evidence is equivocal at best, and significantly misrep-
resents some of the most salient dimensions of offering and requesting in ordinary 
social life. In this paper we will review and assess the evidence that Schegloff proposes 
as supporting this putative preference. We will then consider some of the more general 
dimensions and factors associated with the relationship between offering and request-
ing, demonstrating that there is no straightforward or unitary preference privileging 
offers in circumstances where a request could be made. Indeed we find ourselves con-
verging on a point that Sacks made in a lecture in 1970, that “[o]ne wants then to 
reconsider these objects – offer, request, warning, threat – not as though they’re a 
series of different things, but to see them as sequential versions of something” (Sacks 
1992a, 331).
2.  When do requests and offers occur in conversation?
As evidence in support of the status of requests as dispreferred actions,  Schegloff makes 
a general claim about the temporal position of requests in conversation, observing 
that “[r]equests appear disproportionately to occur late in conversations” ( Schegloff 
2007, 83). The statistical nature of this claim allows it to be easily tested. We have 
reviewed 58 offers and 39 requests in telephone conversations. An analysis of the tem-
poral position of these actions does not support Schegloff ’s claim. Requests are distrib-
uted in a bimodal fashion with the greatest frequency of occurrence near the beginning 
of the telephone call, and a lesser frequency towards its end.
This likely reflects a bias towards the occurrence of requests in a “reason for the 
call” position (Schegloff & Sacks 1973). In contrast, offers tend to occur later or towards 
the end of calls, with a much lower frequency in the “reason for the call” position. In 
short, the inverse of Schegloff ’s (2007) claim seems to hold in our data: requests dis-
proportionately occur early in the call, as reasons for the call, whereas offers occur 
much later, as shown in Figure 1.
The graph below shows the distribution of offers (n = 58) and requests (n = 39) in 
a sample of English and US telephone data. The x axis represents the temporal position 
of the actions as a proportion of the duration of the call (0 = start of call; 1 = end of 
call). The y axis represents the frequency of occurrence of the action. The peaks of the 
density curves represent the most frequent positions of occurrence. The graph shows 
that requests most frequently occur near the beginning of the call, whereas offers most 
frequently occur towards the end.
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This pattern of distribution seems contrary to Schegloff ’s claim that:
Requests appear disproportionately to occur late in conversations, as late 
topics or even as ostensible afterthoughts, i.e. done after the initiation of the 
conversation’s closing, and seem especially problematic and unlikely to occur in 
first topic position. For example, some phone calls which appear (in retrospect 
upon their completion) to have been made specifically to do a request may have 
several topics raised, and other sequences worked through, before the request is 
articulated. (Schegloff 2007, 83)
Whilst Schegloff does not cite examples of such “delayed” requests, delayed even until 
after the closing has been initiated, such delays do certainly occur. However, the distri-
butional claim that requests “appear disproportionately to occur late in conversations” is 
not supported by the statistical evidence. Cases in which requests are made in first topic 
position in calls occur quite frequently and unproblematically, as in these examples.
 #1 [Field SO88:2–8]
 1 Les: Hello:?
 2  (0.3)
 3 Gor: It’s Gordon.
 4 Les: .hhhh Oh Gordon. Sh’l I ring you back darling,
 5 Gor: Uh:: ↓no y- I don’t think you can,
 6  (0.3)
 7 Gor: But uh: just to (0.3) say (.) Could you bring up a
 8  letter.
 9  (.)
 10 Gor: When you come up,
Position of offers and requests in telephone calls








Figure 1. Temporal distribution of requests and offers in telephone conversations
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 11  ((lines omitted))
 12 Gor: I need it before I=get any money out. I’g’nna‘af
 13  to go overdrawn at the moment c’z I’m uh (0.6) °I’m
 14  out of money.°
 15 Les: hOkhay,
 #2 [Field SO88:1–9]
 1 Gor: .tch Hi No:rm,
 2 Nor: Hi Gordy,
 3 Gor: .tch Eh:m (0.4) are you  goin’ tonight,
 4  (.)
 5 Nor: Mm.
 6 Gor: .hhh (0.2) Would you mind givin’ me a lif[t.
 7 Nor:                          [No that’s
 8  a’right,
 9 Gor: .hhh
 10  (0.3)
 11 Gor: Very kind of you.
In each of these examples, there is no evidence that the request is delayed by other prior 
topics in such a way as to defer them, and certainly not until near the end of the call. 
Moreover, it is worth observing that in Extract 1 the “object” of Gordon’s request (that 
he wants his mother to bring him a certain letter) is not something that she might have 
anticipated and hence offered before being asked. This matter of whether the recipient of 
a request might have been in a position to anticipate what is requested, in a sense to have 
anticipated the need, is perhaps a variable dimension of such sequences. For instance, 
when in Extract 2 Gordon asked Norm if he was going tonight, Norm plainly knows 
what’s being referred to; and since this is evidently something to which Gordon is also 
going, and perhaps knowing or guessing that Gordon might need transport to the event, 
Norm might have stepped in and offered him a lift (a ride). We have examples of just 
such sequences, in which an enquiry that looks as though it might be leading to making 
a request elicits a response in which the recipient offers something. But the recipient 
would need to be pretty sure why the other is asking; here for instance Norm would 
need to be sure that Gordon is asking because he wants a lift, and not simply in order to 
check which of his friends is going to the event, whether they might have a drink before 
or after, or any of the many other matters that might be associated with an evening’s 
event. In certain respects the claimed preference for offering assumes that requesting 
and offering are equally “available” and alternative actions, on a given occasion; which 
is to say that a participant may anticipate what the other “needs” and hence offer before 
being asked. But this is not uniformly the case; anticipation of need is contingent on 
the details of the interaction, what one knows about the other and so forth. But for the 
present our point is that Schegloff ’s distributional claim is not supported by the data.
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3.  The turn design of requests and offers
Schegloff suggests that requests are “regularly accompanied by accounts, mitigations, 
candidate ‘excuses’ for the recipient, etc. which are done in advance of the request 
itself ” (Schegloff 2007, 83). Here is the example Schegloff shows.
 #3 [Post-Party:2:27–29]
 1 Ann: Marty she took my ma:tches   [ k i n     I]  have a match,
 2 Fre:                 [(door locked)?]
 3 Mar: Su:re, hmhh
Here in line 1, before asking for a match, Ann explains that Marty she took my 
ma:tches. Schegloff observes that whilst by no means all requests are accompanied by 
such accounts, “the recurrent provision of accounts with requests is one of a constella-
tion of features pointing to its relatively dispreferred status” (Schegloff 2007, 83). This 
evidence of the characteristically dispreferred status of requests would seem to suggest 
a contrast with offers; if these are the preferred alternatives to requests,  Schegloff ’s 
reasoning implies that offers would not be accompanied by accounts. In fact, one 
finds that requests can perfectly easily be made without prefatory accounts, as the two 
examples of requests in first topic position above indicate. Furthermore, very many 
offers are accompanied by accounts, which is to say they are preceded by or led up 
to through some form of explanation or account of the circumstances of making the 
offer. Consider Gladys’s offer to lend Emma her newspaper in Extract 4.
 #4 [NB:IV:5]
 1 Emm: …oney=OH: I’[M f:i::ne?hhh
 2 Gla:         [(I-)
 3 Gla: Well goo:d, ah:’ll tell you I::.hh have a proposition:
 4  uhm.t.hh u-Bill: u–o:f course goes off on that uh
 5  (0.2)↑tou↓:r: (.) Mondee< (.) i-his reguluh ↑go:lf
 6  ga:me.
 7 Emm: Ye:ah:?=
 8 Gla: =An’ now I’ve got (.) tuh wash my hair en get the ↑goop
 9  out’v it’n evrything?.hh ‘n ah have the ↑paypuh here I
 10  thought chu might li:ke tih ↓have it. ↓.hhhh[h
 11 Emm:  [Tha:nk you.
In lines 4–9 Gladys gives an account of why she doesn’t need her newspaper (ending 
with I’ve got to wash my hair) and hence how it is available for Emma to borrow. Here 
are two further examples of offers preceded by accounts – a quite brief account in the 
case of Edgerton’s offer in Extract 5 (lines 7–9), but more extensive in Leslie’s account 
for offering Mary’s husband the address of a contact, in Extract 6 (lines 5–31).
 #5 [Heritage:0II:2:4]
 1 Steven: Woking four six five one?
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 2 Edgar: Stev’n:?
 3  (.)
 4 Steven: Hullo:?
 5 Edgar: This’s Edger↓ton:.
 6 Steven: Yes Edgi[ht’[n.
 7 Edgar:         [.h Steven look ah:: I’m I’m
 8  ↑phonin:g uh oh beha:lf ‘v Ilene ‘n myse:lf we
 9  just heard abou:t poor um (0.4) Sondra.
 10 Steven: Yes ma:d’ning isn’t ↓it.=
 11 Edgar: =Oh:hh Lord. <An’ we were wond’ring if there’s
 12  anything we c’n do tuh help-
 13 Steven: [Well n’at’s]
 14 Edgar: [I m e a n ] c’n we do ‘ny shopping for her or
 15  something like tha:t?
 #6 [Holt:2:3:1–2]
 1 Mary: One three f ive?
 2  (.)
 3 Leslie: Oh hello, it’s um: Leslie Field he:re,
 4 Mary: Oh ↑hello:,
 5 Leslie: Hello,.tch I h↑ope you don’t ↓mind me getting
 6  in touch but uh- we met chor husband little while
 7  ago at a Liberal meeting.
 8  (0.3)
 9 Mary: Ye:[s?
 10 Leslie:    [.hh And he w’z: (0.3) he told us something
 11  of what’d happen:ed,
 12  (0.5)
 13 Leslie: to him.hh An:’ I wondered haa- (0.2) he said he
 14  m::ight have another position in vie:[w,
 15 Mary:                         [Mmhm,
 16 Leslie: .hh (.) Uhm (0.3).tch Well I don’t know how that
 17  went,.h uh (.) It’s just thet I wondered if he
 18  hasn:’t (0.3) uh we have friends in: Bristol
 19 Mary: Ye:s?
 20 Leslie: who:- (.) uh:m thet had the same experience.
 21 Mary: Oh↑:↓:.
 22 Leslie: And they uhm:.t (0.2).hh He worked f’r a
 23  printing an:’paper (0.9) uh firm [u
 24 Mary:                    [Ye:s,
 25 Leslie: uh[:- which ih puh- uh: part’v the Paige Group.
 26 Mary:   [Yeh,
 27  (.)
 28 Leslie: .hh And he now has: ay:: um (1.1) I don’t think
 29  eez called it consultancy (0.2) They find
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 30  positions for people: in the printing ‘n paper
 31  (0.4) indus[try:,
 32 Mary:        [Oh I see:[:.
 33 Leslie:               [.hh An: if: i-your husband
 34  would li:ke their addre[ss
 35 Mary:                [Y e:: s,
 36 Leslie: <As they’re specialists,
 37 Mary: Ye::s?
 38  (.)
 39 Leslie: Uhm: my husband w’d gladly give
Leslie’s offer is not made until lines 33–39, before which she gives an extensive account 
for making the offer, marked from the beginning as a slightly delicate matter (I hope 
you don’t mind me getting in touch, then your husband … told us something of what 
had happened – which is that Mary’s husband has lost his job; note also lines 13–17 in 
terms of a certain awkwardness in making this offer). Leslie’s account covers not only 
the difficulties that her offer addresses, but also the circumstances that make it possible 
to offer assistance (at least by giving Mary’s husband a contact).
We have noted that Leslie begins her account in such a way as to indicate 
that this might be an awkward or delicate matter. Note also that in addition to 
the accounts accompanying (preceding) each of the offers in Extracts 4 and 5, the 
offerer prefaces his/her turn with components (I’ll tell you and Look I’m phoning on 
behalf of Ilene and myself, respectively) effectively delaying not only the offer but 
also the account; in each case the offers seem to be designed to display an orienta-
tion to the delicacy of the matter of offering. Thus we may suggest that the delay in 
the actual production of the offer is not a reflection of the status of the action as dis-
preferred – as has been suggested for requests. Rather the prefatory work in these 
examples orients to and serves to manage the delicacy or awkwardness of these 
particular offers (of what’s being offered). To put this differently, just as requests 
may engender impositions and obligations on the other person, so too may offers 
engender obligations on the other and may put the other in one’s debt for even 
small services (such as loaning them one’s newspaper), and imply something about 
their need for such assistance or services. The (negative) connotations that might 
be found in or attributed to an offer can be every bit as awkward or “face threaten-
ing” as the risks of imposing on another by requesting their assistance (Brown & 
Levinson 1987). The accounts that accompany offers may orient precisely to such 
matters of obligation and debt.
That having been said, many offers are not accompanied by accounts. Each of 
the offers in Extracts 4–6 are in first topic position in these telephone calls; indeed 
the reason for the call is to make an offer – and all such “reason for the call” offers are 
prefaced with similar kinds of accounts or explanations for making the offer. However, 
offers may be made in direct response to the recipient’s immediately prior description 
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of a trouble or a problem (Drew 1984; Curl 2006). Such interactionally generated offers 
typically do not include accounts.
 #7 [NB:IV:4]
 1 Emm: W’l anyway tha:t’s a’dea:l so I don’know wut
 2  tih ↓do about Ba:rbra.hhhhh (0.2) c’z you see
 3  she w’z: depe[nding on:=
 4 (L):          [(°Y*eh°)
 5 Emm: =hhim takin’er in tuh the L.A. deeple s:- depot
 6  Sundee so [‘e siz]
 7 Lot:         [Ah:’ll] take’er in: Sundee,
 #8 [Rahman:II:6]
 1 Ida: .. B’t the point is Jenny don’t forget no:w..h
 2  (0.3)
 3 Ida: Eh:m
 4  (.)
 5 Ida: ‘E w’so: close t’ *Basil*wa:sn’t’e.=
 6 Ida: =’E wa[s v e r y::.   ]
 7 Jen:     [*Well this’s it]chu see[::,*
 8 Ida:                    [An’ no[w he’s ↑go:ne.=
 9 Jen:                         [Mm:,
 10 Ida: =An’ee thinks ↑you’re g’nna go ez well yih s[ee:.
 11 Jen:                            [Well I
 12  think this’s it [(But it- it’s)
 13 Ida:           [Well ih- So:h=
 14 Jen: =Oh[::
 15 Ida:    [be patient with ‘im ‘cause we:: don’t mi:nd,
 16 Jen: But it gets me down a bit you know[ah: mean I ca:n’t
 17 Ida:                      [(Loo:k.)
 18 Jen: I ca:n’t mo:ve? yihknow ‘ee[siz where yih goi:[n g,]=
 19 Ida:                 [(What)       [Well]=
 20 Jen: =[(goin ot- we:y-)  ]
 21 Ida: =[a h’v to:ld j]u:.
 22  (.)
 23 Jen: Mm[:?
 24 Ida:   [Jis ↑send im round here fer a couple’v: hou:r:s
In Extract 7 Lottie offers to assist by taking Emma’s daughter to the bus depot at the 
end of the Thanksgiving holiday (line 7); and in Extract 8 Ida offers to help Jenny by 
minding her young son for her (lines 21–24). In each case, these offers are occasioned 
by the other’s description of a problem, respectively Barbara’s need for a ride to the bus 
depot (I don’t know what to do about Barbara), and the problems Jenny is experiencing 
with her young son who is afraid of being left alone since the death of her husband 
Basil (and now he’s gone, line 8). These descriptions in the immediately prior turns 
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serve to provide an account for the subsequent offers. An account by the offerer is 
therefore unnecessary in this position – the offer relies on contiguity by trading off the 
prior problem description/account.
So with respect to Schegloff ’s argument that part of the evidence for the dispre-
ferred status of requests is that they are recurrently accompanied by accounts, it is 
apparent that the very same turn-constructional features are evident in offers. Hence 
there is perhaps an equivalence between requests and offers, insofar as they both 
exhibit similar turn design features.
4.  One action masquerading as another
Schegloff observes that “[o]ne evidence of the treatment of requests as dispreferred is 
the masking of them as other actions – often as ostensible offers” (Schegloff 2007, 84). 
Once again, this would seem to imply a contrast in which requests may be disguised to 
appear to be other actions, whereas offering does not need to be disguised as anything 
else – what you see is what you get! Schegloff provides a single case in which, he argues, 
a request is done in such a way as to masquerade as an offer. However that may be, it is 
true that offers may also be done – designed and managed – in ways that are less than 
explicit or on-the-record, and may even be disguised as other actions.
For instance, it is notable that in each of the following cases the speaker is offering 
something to the recipient, and that the recipient responds in such a way as to make 
it clear that they understand they are being made an offer. However, in each case the 
offer is not made in a canonical or explicit form (on which see Curl 2006); rather, the 
speaker informs the other (I have plenty of canned goods, and Where my husband works 
they’re actually going to advertise one in the near future) or issues a directive (Just send 
him round here for a couple of hours).
 #9 [TCII(b):33:1–3/24-25]
 1 Nancy: .hhh Gee: I’d r:really l:ove to Jo but I can’t
 2  tomorrow uh Roger i(h)s fin’lly gitting some
 3  money tihda:y,.hhh en I heven’been grocery
 4  shopping in two weeks..hhh En there is n::othing
 5  fhher mhhghe t’(h)eat in this ↑hou↓:se..hhh We
 6  er °dih-° force ü-been force’ the las’ two days tih
 7  eat ↑ma:rgarine.
 8 Jo: Goodne[:ss. ((breathily))
 9 Nancy:     [A:n’ ah we er even runneen out’v tha:t. I:
 10  r:rilly haftih go grocery shopping dihmorrow
 11 Jo: .pt.hhhh
 12 Nancy: I[:-
 13 Jo:  [W’l-
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 14  (0.3)
 15 Jo: ↑Nancy you don’t need tuh live on margarine you
 16  know I always have u-um hmr-°↑what’d I say°.hhhh
 17  uh N::ancy, becuz I always have ↑plenny of: can’
 18  ↓good[s.
 19 Nancy:    [eh(h)Yea(h)h ha h[a hn.hü [.hü.hhhh
 20 Jo:                [I ↑do:.  [↑Seriously.
 21  If yih ever need tuh borrow any.
 #10 [Field SO88:2–7]
 1 Les: .hh Oh I’m (.) I’m sorry to bring you fr’m your
 2  wo:rk.hhh Serena you know what you were telling me
 3  about your father yesterday an’ how he wz: eventually
 4  goin’t’look for- a-.hh store manager job
 5  (.)
 6 Ser: Ye:s,=
 7 Les: =.hhhhmhhh.t u-We:ll, where my husband works: they’re
 8  actually goin’ to advertise for one in the near future.
 #11 [Rahman:II:6] (from #8)
 1 Jen: But it gets me down a bit you know[ah: mean I ca:n’t
 2 Ida:                      [(Loo:k.)
 3 Jen: I ca:n’t mo:ve? yihknow ‘ee[siz where yih goi:[n g,]=
 4 Ida:                 [(What)        [Well]=
 5 Jen: =[(goin ot- we:y-)]
 6 Ida: =[a h’v to:ld j]u:.
 7  (.)
 8 Jen: Mm[:?
 9 Ida:   [Jis ↑send im round here fer a couple’v: hou:r:s
In just the same way that a shopkeeper may request a customer to put some produce on 
the scales to be weighed by saying Wanna put that on the scale?, that is, through a turn 
construction that is not explicitly a request format, so too the speakers in these exam-
ples are offering something without using explicit offer formats (again, Curl 2006). If 
there was a simple binary in which requests are dispreferred actions and offers are pre-
ferred, offers would not be done through the kinds of indirect forms illustrated above, 
but instead would be conducted only through explicit, unequivocal forms – as is the 
case for preferred responses which are delivered through “simple and unvarnished” 
forms (Heritage 1984, 266).
In other cases, speakers do not merely construct their offers through indirect 
forms; they go further, in “disguising” their offers in other ways, for instance by explic-
itly formulating their action as something other than an offer. In Extract 4, repeated 
below, Gladys refers to what she is about to make as a proposition.
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 #4 [NB:IV:5]
 1 Emm: …oney=OH: I’[M f:i::ne?hhh
 2 Gla:         [(I-)
 3 Gla: Well goo:d, ah:’ll tell you I::.hh have a proposition:
 4  uhm.t.hh u-Bill: u–o:f course goes off on that uh
 5  (0.2)↑tou↓:r: (.) Mondee< (.) i-his reguluh ↑go:lf
 6  ga:me.
 7 Emm: Ye:ah:?=
 8 Gla: =An’ now I’ve got (.) tuh wash my hair en get the ↑goop
 9  out’v it’n evrything?.hh ‘n ah have the ↑paypuh here I
 10  thought chu might li:ke tih ↓have it. ↓.hhhh[h
 11 Emm:                             [Tha:nk you.
Gladys is, as we noted earlier, offering Emma the use of her newspaper, explaining 
why for the time being she doesn’t need it. Emma’s response in the last line of the 
excerpt indicates clearly that she understands Gladys as having made an offer, one that 
she promptly accepts. But Gladys did not use one of the canonical forms for offering, 
instead formulating what she’s about to do as a proposition, and then using a construc-
tion which seems closer to making a suggestion (I have the paper here and I thought 
you might like to have it).
We should make it clear that our point here is not to deny that requests may be 
done in indirect or even disguised forms – they clearly can be. However, offers may 
equally be constructed through indirect forms or in ways that lay claim to be some-
thing other than offering. The relationship between the form that an action takes (its 
mask, as it were) and the action itself is often not straightforward (Schegloff 1984). 
This is true not only for requests that may be packaged as other actions, but also for 
offers, as the examples above illustrate. The cases of offers that we have examined above 
argue for an equality between offers and requests rather than the complementarity that 
has previously been suggested. To argue for a preference of offers over requests would 
require not only demonstrating that requests are dispreferred actions, but also show-
ing that offers are their preferred alternatives; this has not been done – indeed the 
thrust of what we have shown above is that offers can be just as awkward to make as it 
can be to (have to) ask for something, in certain circumstances.
5.  Do offers forestall requests?
In a paper that is not otherwise focused specifically on requesting and offering, but is 
rather concerned with anticipatory completions – a location which involves “a prefer-
ence organisation for alternative actions” – Lerner (1996) argues that as a speaker is 
articulating a preliminary component (about a problem of some kind) to what will 
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become a request, a recipient may anticipate where the speaker is heading and inter-
cept by making an offer, thereby saving the speaker the trouble of having to make a 
request. Drawing on Sacks’s suggestion that “[i]n the case of pre-requests, one thing a 
pre-request regularly elicits is an offer. If you get an offer you need not make a request” 
(Sacks 1992a, 685), Lerner shows examples in which recipients seem to anticipate what 
the speakers want and intercept with an offer. These are the two cases he shows as evi-
dence (Lerner 1996, 315).
 #12 [Lerner 1996: 315]
 1 A: If for any reason you uh can’t be there at ten
 2  o’clock [let me know.
 3 B:       [I will call you
 4 A: All right
 #13 [Lerner 1996: 315]
 1 J: Okay, you c- I just uh thought if you uh-.hh en I’ll take
 2  the book in so we c’n kind’v exchange packages
 3 P: .hhh Oh I have- I have yur book but if you don’t mind
 4  I’d [like tuh keep it awhile,
 5 J:     [OH please. No if you’d like to yer perfectly welcome
The evidence proposed in support of the preferred status of offers, and the dispre-
ferred status of requesting, is that in these cases the recipients, B and J respectively, 
intervene before the speakers have completed their turns; and that they intervene to 
offer that for which the speakers were seemingly going to ask. We should note that 
these cases involve social norms and obligations of conduct that do not generalise to 
all offers and requests. In the first case, speaker B has apparently already agreed to 
meet the other at a specific time, an agreement that carries with it certain obligations 
if it cannot be upheld. In the second case, the request to keep a borrowed book and 
the offer to lend it involve pre-established norms of reciprocity. We can contrast this 
with other perhaps more frequent requests, such as Gordon’s request in Extract 2 to 
his mother to bring up a letter when she visits, in which no such social norm or pre-
established agreement enable the other to anticipate the request with an offer. The 
complementarity of offers and requests that Lerner’s data seem to suggest may have 
more to do with the specific activities in question than with a general preference for 
offers over requests.
However, an additional feature of these examples is that in both cases the  speakers – 
A in Extract 12 and P in Extract 13 – continue their turns to completion, and in doing 
so fully complete their requests, simultaneously as the recipients make their offers (see 
their continuations after the overlap onsets in lines 2 and 4 respectively). But if offers 
were preferred actions, then we would expect A and P to abort their turns, as soon as 
it becomes clear that their recipients are intervening “on their behalf ” by offering what 
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they had been going to ask. A similar case in our data is the following, though here 
a speaker who is plainly in the course of making an offer is intercepted by the other 
making a request.
 #14 [SBL 2:2:3]
 1 Cla: Now ↑waita ↓minute Claire don’t we need tallies?
 2  (1.8)
 3 Chl: °(  ),°
 4  (0.5)
 5 Cla: YEH w’l ↑whghy dun’[I j’s]make ]up ]Why c-]
 6 Chl:              [W’dju]bring]the]tallie][s?
 7 Cla:                           [↑Why
 8  can’I d’s make those thin:gs up I made bef:↓::re.
 9  Dz it↑haftuh be so ni:[ce?
 10 Chl:               [e-Heavens n[o make’em
 11 Cla:                      [ hhhh
 12 Chl: ↓up.[h
 13 Cla:    [0↓ka:y.
Claire and Chloe play bridge (the card game) with a bunch of their friends, taking it in 
turns to host each occasion. Chloe is hosting their next game; at the point this extract 
begins (line 1), she realises that she doesn’t have tallies (score sheets). In response to 
this, Claire begins to offer to make up some tallies (line 5) – the pattern here being 
very much the same as the one we have shown in Extracts 7 and 8; when one speaker 
talks explicitly about a problem or trouble they have, the other responds by offering 
to assist. So Claire is offering a solution to Chloe’s problem (why don’t I…). But this 
does not in any way inhibit Chloe from interjecting to ask Claire to do precisely what 
Claire was offering to do (see the overlap between them in lines 5 and 6). Whilst 
Claire persisted in making her offer over Chloe’s request (and note that Chloe right 
away accepts Claire’s offer in lines 10 and 12, make them up), nevertheless Chloe had 
no need to make the request in the first place (line 6); hearing that Claire was offer-
ing, if a request were really a dispreferred action, then she could easily have desisted. 
These examples seem to demonstrate that something can perfectly well equally be 
offered or requested; the data do not demonstrate any putative preference for one 
over the other.
6.  What is the relationship between offers and requests?
Thus far our approach has been to review the evidence proposed in the literature, 
primarily by Schegloff (2007), in support of the preference for offers over requests; 
we have shown that the evidence does not support that conclusion. We do not mean 
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to suggest, however, that there is no relationship between offering and requesting in 
conversation (and for further consideration of some relationships between requesting 
and offering, see Clayman & Heritage, this volume). Indeed, as we have already seen, 
our data reveal a number of recurrent and relatively concrete relationships between 
offering and requesting. These relationships, and the symbiosis between offers and 
requests that they point to, derive in large measure from specific circumstances of 
need, commonly but not invariably embodied in requests; these relationships derive 
also from the possibility that one way of being solicitous is to anticipate the needs 
of others, by offering assistance. This symbiotic relationship is one aspect of social 
solidarity and social cohesion, but it is a contingent relationship, built upon particu-
lar circumstances, not a general preference for offers over requests. In this section 
we describe, quite schematically, five recurrent and relatively concrete relationships 
between offers and requests, which might be considered in lieu of a putative preference 
for offers over requests.
6.1 Requests can occur in response to offers
A first relationship between offers and requests involves the occurrence of a request in 
next position after an offer, either as a response to the offer or as a counter to it. The 
sequence in Extract 15 come from an interaction between two university students out-
side a campus bar. As one gets up to get another beer, he offers one to his friend as well. 
The design of the offer begins with a format that would have named a specific object 
(e.g. “do you want a beer?” or “do you want a Bulmers?”), but this is self-repaired to a 
format that leaves the object of the offer open.
 #15 [RCE15a 16:30]
 1 Jam: Do you want- what do you want?
 2  (0.3)
 3 Wil: Uh can I get a Bulm- Bulmers please mate.
 4  (0.2)
 5 Jam: Bulmers.
In response to the offer, the recipient employs a request format (“can I get an X?”) 
that accepts the offer and specifies the object. The function of a request format in 
response to an offer, as an alternative to simply naming an object, is to treat the 
exchange as contingent upon the first speaker’s acceptance, even though an offer has 
just been made.
A request can also occur in next position to an offer as a counter to the initial offer 
(on counters see Schegloff 2007, 16–18). The sequence in Extract 16 comes from an 
interaction between a mother and her young son as she prepares him for bed. After 
the mother offers to read a book to her son, the son counters with a request to play a 
game instead.
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 #16 [RCE20 02:50]
 1 Mum: D’y want to read a bookh?
 2  (0.7)
 3 Son: Uh (.) mom can we play air:planes?
 4 Mom: We can play airplanes for a few minutes, and
 5  then it’s bedtime.
The mother’s initial offer of an activity provides a warrant for the son to make a request 
for an alternative activity (see Goodwin & Cekaite, this volume).
6.2 Offers can occasion requests
A second relationship between offers and requests holds only in multiparty interac-
tion and presumably only for a specific class of shareable objects. Under such circum-
stances, an offer of an object to one participant can serve as an occasion for requests by 
others. In Extract 17, drawn from a group interaction between five university students 
on a campus lawn, the offer of a biscuit to one participant occasions requests by three 
others. The sequence begins as Sarah notices Jessica eating a biscuit, which she had 
discretely retrieved from her bag moments earlier.
 #17 [RCE06 14:27]
 1 Sar: ↑What are you eating?=Where did you ↑get that from↓
 2 Mat: .hh Ye(h)ah I was thi(h)nk[ing the sa(h)me °thi(h)ng°
 3 Jes:                  [I had a chocolate bi:scuit
 4  in my bag.
 5  (1.4)
 6 Mat: A single one.
 7  (1.2)
 8 Jes: I have some.
 9  (0.6)
 10 Jes: Do you want o(h)ne?=
 11 Sar: =It’s fi[ne
 12 Dan:      [Can I have one.
 13 Jes: Yeah?
 14  (.)
 15 Dan: [Sweet.
 16 Ash: [Please can I have one.
 17 Sar: You have those in your room don’t you[:(h) hehh
 18 Ash:                         [Yeh ((nods))
 19  (.)
 20 Sar: I love those.=[T h e y ’ r e  l i k e  my fa:vo[rites.
 21 Mat:           [Alright if you have that many [can I
 22  have one.
 23 Mat: [heh heh heh heh.hhh
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 24 Dan: [heh heh heh heh
 25 Ash: Thank you.
 26 Jes: They’re a bit melted.
Although there is evidence that both parties, the offerer and the requesters, initially 
withhold their respective actions, once an offer is made to Sarah (at line 10), requests 
by Daniel, Ashley, and Matthew quickly follow (at lines 12, 16, and 21–22). The first 
request comes after Sarah refuses the offer (line 11) and is designed, with stress on the 
first person pronoun I, to build a contrast between the current request and the previ-
ous refusal. Both the initial offer and the granting of the first request provide local 
warrants for other participants to follow suit with requests of their own. The cascade 
of requests that occurs in this sequence is also presumably contingent upon the nature 
of the object. The properties and affordances that constitute the object in question as 
shareable may include the status of the object as edible, the availability of the object 
(e.g. whether there is a single biscuit or multiple), and the object’s divisibility, which 
affords relatively easy apportionment.
6.3 Requests can occasion offers
A third relationship between offers and request is the inverse of the second: a request 
to one participant can serve as an occasion for an offer by another. Requests publically 
display, and seek a solution for, the needs, desires, problems, etc. of speakers; and a 
request for an object or service that satisfies one need may occasion an offer that satis-
fies a similar or related need. In the sequence in Extract 18, which is drawn from the 
early moments of a family mealtime as the members of the family prepare the table, a 
series of requests to one member of the family occasions an offer by another.
 #18 [SLF 24:23]
 1 Haley: ((sets two glasses of milk on table))
 2 Brit: Haley can you get the salt and peppy?
 3 Haley: Mm hm.
 4  (2.8) ((Haley walks into kitchen, off-camera))
 5 (H/M): There’s [still some
 6 Brit:       [O:H, bring [(  )
 7 Dad:              [Bring napkins too.
 8 Haley: Okay.
 9 Mom: You know what there’s also uhm: (1.2) parmesan
 10  cheese if anyone wants that on their soup.
After Haley sets two glasses of milk on the table, one at her father’s place at the table 
and one at her own, her sister, who is already seated, asks her to bring salt and pepper 
to the table (line 2). Similar to the previous case, in which an offer to one provided a 
warrant for requests by others, here Haley’s actions, having just delivered items to the 
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table, and her current position, having not yet sat down, create an opportunity for 
her sister’s request. Likewise, Haley’s granting of this request (at line 3) and her move 
to the kitchen to fulfil it provide an opportunity for her father to ask Haley to bring 
napkins to the table as well (line 7). It is in this sequential environment, after multiple 
requests that contribute to the activity of setting the table, that an offer is made by the 
mother, who is also in the kitchen, an offer which similarly concerns provisions for the 
meal (lines 9–10). The mother’s offer anticipates a possible need or want, for an item 
that she treats as unknown to the recipients, using a declarative format and a you know 
what-preface, and hence is not requestable.
Here is another example in which Leslie’s “request” for a ride (lines 13–14) is 
responded to with Carrie’s offer to collect her (line 15). (Leslie’s request for a ride 
somewhat masquerades here as some kind of request for permission, though it’s trans-
parent that Leslie is asking Carrie to take her on to the event to which they’re both 
going that evening.) They struggle for a few lines between Leslie’s request for a ride 
from Carrie’s home, and Carrie’s offer to call by Leslie’s home to collect her; but in the 
end Leslie gives way (line 27).
 #19 [Holt C85:5]
 1 Les: ↑Leslie he:re,
 2 Car: Ye(h)es,
 3  (0.2)
 4 Les: .hhh ↑U[hm
 5 Car:      [Got the message,
 6  (0.2)
 7 Les: ↑Are you going t’night.
 8  (0.3)
 9 Car: Yes I left a message with Ka:th.
 10 Les: [Yes that’s]right.hh] Well-  ]
 11 Car: [(       ]Tuesday).](Well),]
 12  (.)
 13 Les: ↑Is ↑↑it alright if my husband brings me as ↓far as
 14  your hou:se.↓
 15 Car: Well I c’d pick you up it’s not[worth the whole]=
 16 Les:                     [n ↑ N O::::    ]=
 17 Car: =[riga[m a r o: l e,]
 18 Les: =[::.  [N o it’s alri]ght he’ll |bring me
 19  (0.2)
 20 Car: W’l while I’m in the car it doesn’t make’ny
 21  differe:n[ce,
 22 Les:       [Dzn’↑i:t
 23 Car: No:::.
 24  (.)
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 25 Car: ‘T’s not worth him turning out again.
 26  (0.3)
 27 Les: [ Oh alright then  ]
 28 Car: [So ↑tha:t’s that,]
These cases demonstrate that requests and offers can constitute complementary contri-
butions to an activity or course of action and, furthermore, that within the context of 
an on-going activity, requests can occasion offers, just as offers can occasion requests.
6.4 Reports and displays of problems can elicit offers of solutions
A fourth relationship between offers and requests is associated with a pattern that 
we have seen earlier, in Extracts 7, 8 and 14, and concerns not requests per se, but a 
practice that might be regarded as an alternative to requesting: namely reporting and 
displaying a problem, trouble, lack, or need. A report or display of a problem is an 
alternative to a request insofar as problems establish the relevance of solutions, and 
requests ask for solutions to problems whereas reports or displays do not. As Drew 
(1984) and Curl (2006) have observed, reports of problems routinely occasion offers of 
assistance. So as we saw for instance in Extract 7, repeated as Extract 20 below, Emma’s 
report of a problem, namely that she needs to get her daughter to the bus depot, estab-
lishes the relevance of an offer for help, which Lottie makes in next position.
 #20 [NB:IV:4] (Drew 1984, p. 149)
 1 Emm: W’l anyway tha:t’s a’dea:l so I don’know wut
 2  tih ↓do about Ba:rbra.hhhhh (0.2) c’z you see
 3  she w’z: depe[nding on:=
 4 (L):          [(°Y*eh°)
 5 Emm: =hhim takin’er in tuh the L.A. deeple s:- depot
 6  Sundee so [‘e siz]
 7 Lot:         [Ah:’ll] take’er in: Sundee,
To claim that a report or display of a problem is an alternative to a request is not to say, 
however, that a speaker “intends” to ask a recipient for help but recruits his or her assis-
tance through other means. The complementarity of reports of problems and requests 
for solutions is a public phenomenon, independent from the private experiences of the 
participants. The set of possible motives that a speaker may have to talk to others about 
his or her problems is surely large and varied, but, insofar as problems need solutions, 
reporting a problem is in principle an alternative to requesting a solution.
That said, speakers can and do use reports and displays of problems to elicit offers 
of assistance. The sequence in Extract 21 comes from an interaction between a group 
of friends as they prepare a barbecue in a public park. As one participant chops a head 
of cabbage, she appears to encounter trouble – her knife wobbles and her cuts appear 
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exaggerated and uneven. At this moment, she calls the name of her boyfriend, who 
happens to be a professional sous-chef, using a hearably “whining” voice quality.
 #21 [BBQ 1051330]
 1 Ali: Ja:me:s ((in a “whining” voice))
 2  (0.9) ((James looks up at Ali))
 3 Jam: Do you need help?
 4 Ali: Do you wanna:: help uh prep?
 5  (0.5)
 6 Ali: I-you kn[ow how much you love to pre[p
  7 Jam:       [Sure               [Yeah
 8  I do wanna prep
A summons or generic pre-sequence is one common practice through which speak-
ers manage the attention and alignment of a recipient prior to the production of a 
base first pair-part of an adjacency-pair sequence (Schegloff 2007) (see the discussion 
above of Gordon’s enquiry in Extract 2). Ali’s summons thus projects the relevance 
of a base first pair part, one that she noticeably fails to produce after James redirects 
his gaze to her. The hearably “whining” voice quality of the summons simultaneously 
indexes a problem or trouble and projects that the base first pair part will pertain to the 
problem. After the first pair part does not arrive, James must work out what relevance 
the summons and the problem it indexes have to him. It is in this sequential environ-
ment that he produces an offer of help (just parenthetically, note that this is also an 
example of the first relationship we outlined, in which an offer [line 3] is responded to 
by a request [line 4]). Thus, in contrast to the previous case, in which Emma reports a 
problem to Lottie, Ali’s problem-indexical summons appears to have been designed to 
elicit an offer of help.
The formulation of a possible or actual absence is another practice to display a 
problem, lack, or need for something. In Extract 22, Lisa picks up a bag of candy from 
the table, one that has been shared between the members of the group, tips the bag 
over, empties its contents into her hand, and sets the bag back on the table. Ben, who 
has just seen this, inquires about the candies.
 #22 [RCE22a 46:21]
 1 Lis: ((picks up a communal bag of candy from
 2  the table and empties it into her hand))
 3 Ben: Are they all gone?
 4  (0.5)
 5 Lis: Have the last one.
 6  ((sets a piece of candy in front of Ben))
Lisa has reason to believe that Ben already knows the answer to his enquiry in line 3; 
he’s just seen Lisa empty the bag. Hence she has grounds to analyse his enquiry as not 
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really a request for information (Heritage 2012) but rather as a complaint, or perhaps 
a preliminary to a complaint. The reference to the candy as the last one in her offer 
orients to grounds for a complaint, namely that she has taken the last piece of candy. 
In this case, then, a question about a possible lack of an object serves as a preliminary 
to a complaint and thereby occasions an offer that undermines the complainability of 
the recipient’s actions. The formulation of an absence or lack of an object, while not 
a request per se, can provide an occasion for an offer and therefore serve to effect an 
object transfer.
The relevance of a solution upon the production of a recognizable report or dis-
play of a problem does not depend, however, on whether the report or display could 
be understood by the recipient as having been made in the service of indicating that 
the speaker wants something, and therefore that this is some alternative to a request. 
In the next case, as two students sit on a bench on a university campus, one reports a 
minor problem, her hunger, which elicits an offer of something to eat. The details of 
the case suggest, however, that the report of hunger was not selected as an alternative 
to a request.
 #23 [RCE25 21:57]
 1 Mol: I haven’t eaten all day and I am very hungry
 2  (0.6)
 3 Han: Mm (1.2) Yeah. I want to (0.8) have some food now but I
 4  feel-
 5  (0.2)
 6 Han: [Well I’ve got a couple of oatcakes ((looks at her bag))
 7 Mol: [(            )
 8  (0.4)
 9 Mol: Oh.
 10 Han: Do you want an oatcake,
 11 Mol: No that’s okay.
 12  (0.9)
 13 Han: ↑They’re very nutritious.
 14  (0.2)
 15 Mol: I’m sure they are but I’m gonna go home and (0.3) maybe
 16  make (0.2) spaghetti.
Although the report of the problem provides an occasion for the offer, in this case, an 
explicit request is not a locally-relevant or available alternative. Two arguments sup-
port this conclusion. The first is that the report is recognizable in context as a vehicle 
for other actions. Prior to this extract, talk had turned to the time and the whereabouts 
of the researcher, who has left the participants to talk but must return to collect the 
equipment before the session can conclude. Within this context, Molly’s report of hun-
ger is recognizable both as a complaint about the current situation and as a reason to 
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leave the session sooner rather than later. Although Hanna’s initial response orients to 
this, insofar as it also cites eating as an alternative to the current activity (lines 3–4), 
she abandons this TCU before it comes to completion and launches a new TCU, an 
offer of oatcakes (line 6), which serves as a possible solution to the problem of Molly’s 
hunger, and perhaps her own as well. The second argument concerns the requestabil-
ity of the object in question. Given that the object of the offer, which the direction 
of  Hanna’s gaze suggests is hidden away in her bag, is not visible to the speaker, the 
oatcakes are not themselves requestable – Molly does not know of their existence. The 
format of Hanna’s offer, an informing of possession, also orients to the status of the 
object as unknown to Molly. Taken together, the evidence suggests that the report of 
a problem in this case was not produced as, nor could be recognized by its recipient 
as, an alternative to a request. The sequential relevance of an offer of a solution to a 
problem thus appears to depend neither on the recognizability of the report as an 
alternative to a request, nor on the requestability of the solution.
6.5 Ungrantable requests can occasion offers of alternatives
A fifth relationship between offers and requests involves the offering of alternative 
objects after unsuccessful requests. A speaker who requests an object for a particular 
task may find that the recipient is unable to grant the request. Under these circum-
stances, a third party may intervene with an offer of some alternative. The sequence in 
Extract 24 come from an interaction between a group of university students in a com-
mon area of a university building. After Megan noticed that the battery on Rachel’s 
laptop, which Megan has been using, is nearly out of power, she asks Rachel for the 
laptop’s power supply.
 #24 [RCE22a 54:01]
 1 Meg: Rach do you have your:::
 2  (0.6)
 3 Rac: [Uhm [I do::
 4 Mar: [char[ger,
 5 Meg:      [power supply.
 6 Rac: e-It’s just not (.) long enough to rea[ch there?
 7 Con:                        [Uhm,
 8  hang on, you can use that one. ((unplugs the
 9  power cord from his laptop, holds it out to Megan))
 10 Meg: Ah thanks.
The response that Rachel produces details a specific circumstance that prevents her 
from granting Megan’s (implied) request, namely that the power cord is not long 
enough to reach from the outlet to the laptop; this amounts to a denial of the request 
(Drew 1984). Upon the recognizable completion of Rachel’s denial, Connor reaches 
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for the power cord on his own laptop, which is the same make as Rachel’s, unplugs it 
and hold it out to Megan, as he simultaneously produces a verbal offer. Although the 
denial may technically complete the sequence, insofar as it constitutes a second pair 
part in the request sequence, it nonetheless fails to resolve the speaker’s problem, and 
the sequence remains incomplete until the solution is found.
A similar sequence emerges in the next case, which comes from the same bar-
becue preparations as Extract 21. Prior to this extract, Donna has gone off camera in 
order to smoke marijuana, discretely. After her request for a pipe cannot be granted, 
Carrie offers her an apple, which can be formed into an ad hoc pipe, as an alternative. 
Similarly, moments later, a request for a knife to carve the apple receives an offer of a 
pen as a workable substitute.
 #25 [BBQ 149_8950]
 1 Don: Kimmy.
 2  (0.3)
 3 Kim: What.
 4  (0.8)
 5 Don: Do we have a pipe?
 6 Kim: e- (.) I don’t.
 7  (0.6)
 8 Ell: You don’t?
 9 Car: We have an apple.
 10  ((lines omitted))
 11 Kim: Okay, give me a knife.
 12  (0.3)
 13 Ell: I got a pen.
In these examples, a request that a recipient is unable to grant creates a sequential 
environment for an unaddressed recipient to intervene with an offer of an alternative, 
but workable, solution to the speaker’s problem.
7. Conclusion
We have argued here that the evidence proposed in support of a preference for offers 
over requests does not withstand close scrutiny. Insofar as properties that might be 
associated with the dispreferred status of requests hold for offers as well, there is no 
reason to conclude that offers are generally the preferred alternatives to requests. In 
the place of a general preference for offers, we have identified and described an open 
set of relatively more concrete relationships between offering and requesting in con-
versation. While we do not wish to replace one abstract relationship with another, 
we do wish to highlight and further articulate a theme running through this set of 
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relationships and through many, but not all, of the cases that we have examined. That 
theme is as follows: requests concern the need for assistance that speakers may have, 
needs arising from problems, absences, desires and the like. Their requests for assis-
tance simultaneously index both their need (e.g. a problem) and a possible solution 
that may be provided or rendered by co-present others (recipients). Seen in this light, 
we are able to account for a range of phenomena associated with requesting, including 
(i) a relationship between requests and reports and displays of problems, (ii) a relation-
ship between problems and offers of solutions, and ultimately (iii) the possibility of a 
circuitous relationship between some offers and requests.
In many of the cases that we have considered, what is at stake for the one making 
a request is a course of action that, without some form of assistance, cannot progress 
beyond its current state. For example, in Extract 1, Gordon evidently needs a letter 
from the county council in order to pay his tuition; in Extract 3, Ann apparently plans 
to smoke a cigarette but lacks a necessary instrument, a match; in Extract 24, a low 
battery threatens to disrupt Megan’s use of a computer unless she can find a power 
cord. In such cases, the requester lacks a relevant object or is unable to perform a 
relevant service that is necessary for a course of action – one already set in motion by 
the requester – to progress beyond its current state, to completion. In other cases, a 
request does not index a problem with the realization of a course of action, but rather 
a relatively transient, and at times locally occasioned, “want” or “desire”, the fulfill-
ment of which is contingent on the actions of others (e.g. the request to play a game in 
Extract 16 and the requests for biscuits in Extract 17).
Requests not only index problems, in this abstract sense of the term, but also 
present recipients with possible solutions, which recipients are asked to provide. While 
speakers’ problems may merely be indexed tacitly (unless an account is given), pos-
sible solutions are articulated explicitly in the request itself. The request in Extract 1 
(could you bring up a letter when you come up) explicitly formulates an action that the 
recipient can perform to resolve the speaker’s problem; and the requests in Extract 3 
(can I have a match) and Extract 24 (do you have your power supply) name objects that 
could enable the courses of action to which the requests belong to move forward. This 
account of requests, in which they are described in terms of contingencies and prob-
lems that arise in particular circumstances, and their possible “solutions” (assistance), 
begins to shift the analytic focus away from the actions of the recipient – who under a 
more traditional account is “directed” (Searle 1976) or “controlled” (Ervin-Tripp 1976, 
1982) by the one making the request – and instead towards the circumstances in which 
someone may make a request, or by indicating that they may need the other’s assis-
tance may recruit the other to assist; or indeed towards circumstances in which the 
other may anticipate someone’s need for assistance.
While the act of requesting both indexes a speaker’s problem and presents a recip-
ient with a possible solution, these two elements need not occur together in the same 
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action. Indeed, as the cases presented in the previous sections demonstrate, an indi-
cation of a problem and an offer of a solution can be distributed sequentially across 
two actions, by two different participants. The result is a sequence that can achieve 
the same outcome as a request sequence (i.e. the resolution of a speaker’s problem), 
but has a very different organization. A request creates a normative obligation for the 
recipient to produce a response that accepts or rejects the request, frequently but not 
exclusively through interrogative or imperative grammatical formats which set nor-
mative constraints on the appropriate forms of response (see also Couper-Kuhlen 
2014). A request is, in other words, a first pair-part of an adjacency-pair sequence, 
making a restricted set of next actions conditionally relevant (Schegloff & Sacks 1973; 
Schegloff 2007).
In contrast, the sequences that can emerge through reports or displays of prob-
lems and offers of possible solutions in next position do not employ the machinery of 
the adjacency pair, and thus embody a very different set of social relations between 
speaker and recipient. Rather than establish a normative obligation for the recipient 
to commit to the provision of assistance, a report or display of a problem creates an 
opportunity for a recipient to offer assistance, as a sequence-initiating or first posi-
tion action. Heritage and Raymond (2005) have argued that first position carries a 
tacit claim of independence and primacy, to which we add that first position is also 
a locus for the expression of agency in interaction (cf. Heritage & Raymond 2012). 
While a recipient who grants a request submits to the agency of the requester, agreeing 
to implement a solution devised by the requester, the recipient of a report or display 
of a problem finds him- or herself in a position to offer assistance voluntarily, and to 
determine his or her own solution to the problem, thereby exercising a greater degree 
of agency over the course of action.
The observation that indications of problems commonly elicit offers of assistance 
suggests that there may be a normative, though not necessarily obligatory, relationship 
between recognizable problems and offers of solutions in social interaction. To what 
extent this is so remains an open question, one which we leave for future research. 
But the significance of the question is clear. The propensity to help or assist others has 
been proposed as a basic social motive and cited as a foundation for human coopera-
tion (Tomasello 2008). The documentation of this social motive, as enacted through 
sequences of action, promises to ground theoretical claims such as these in the observ-
able conduct of participants in spontaneous interaction.
Taken together, these observations point to the possibility of a symbiotic relation-
ship between offering and requesting in conversation. A speaker who encounters a 
problem in the realization of a course of action has available at least two alternative 
actions through which assistance may be sought: a report of a problem, which may (or 
may not) elicit an offer, or a request that presents a recipient with a possible solution to 
accept or reject. In such cases, offering and requesting do not have a direct relationship; 
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but through the selection of problem reports or displays as alternatives to requests, 
an indirect relationship between these actions emerges. Does this relationship con-
stitute evidence for a preference for offers? One could argue that this circuitous path 
“demotes” requests, insofar as speakers do not produce them, and “promotes” offers; 
but the availability of a path that bypasses requesting yet achieves the same outcome 
is not itself sufficient evidence for a preference for offers. In sum, we have seen how 
in particular interactional circumstances, someone lets it be known, somehow, that 
they might need assistance; and someone else comes to anticipate that need before the 
other has let it be known, or to discern that need, whether or not the other explicitly or 
implicitly recruited them to assist.
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